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I Overview
Introduction
Children with hearing loss have the potential to listen and speak.
Hearing loss

Early intervention

Hearing loss is one of the most common disabilities at
birth, affecting about one in 1,000 babies born each year.
Ninety two per cent of children with permanent hearing
loss are born to hearing parents.

First Voice member and affiliated centres provide
listening and spoken language early intervention services
to develop listening and spoken language skills in deaf
and hearing-impaired infants and children.

More than 90 per cent of children born with hearing
loss have the potential to receive listening benefit from
hearing devices, such as hearing aids, middle ear implants
or cochlear implants.

This is a parent-based model of therapy, where one
or both parents are taught how to teach their hearing
impaired child to listen and speak. The parent is taught
how to set up a listening and learning environment where
their child can develop spoken language using their
‘aided’ hearing.

To maximise listening and spoken language development,
children with hearing loss require amplification – through
hearing devices – and specialised listening and spoken
language early intervention.
Early identification
Early diagnosis of hearing loss and optimal amplification
of sound are integral to successful speech and language
development. Access to sound during infancy and early
childhood is necessary for the development of speech
and language.
Listening and spoken language therapy stimulates
auditory brain development, enabling children to give
meaning to sound, laying down neural pathways for
listening and spoken language development.
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This home-based therapy is supported by one-on-one
and/or group therapy sessions guided by listening and
spoken language therapists.
Early diagnosis of hearing loss and optimal amplification
of sound via an assistive listening device are critical to
successful speech and language development.
Creating futures with sound
The vast majority of children with hearing loss have
the potential to listen and speak if provided with the
opportunity to do so. Listening and spoken language
therapy has been proven to be the most effective in
developing spoken language and educational outcomes
for children with hearing loss.
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Our organisation, members and role in the region
First Voice is the regional voice for member
and affiliated organisations that provide
listening and spoken language early
intervention services for children who are
deaf or hearing impaired.
Our member and affiliated organisations include some
of the largest, oldest and most respected centres
providing services for childhood hearing loss in
Australia and New Zealand.
These include:
• Cora Barclay Centre, South Australia (member)
• Hear and Say, Queensland (member)
• Taralye, Victoria (member)
• Telethon Speech & Hearing, Western Australia
(member)

• The Hearing House, New Zealand (affiliate)
• The Shepherd Centre, New South Wales and
Australian Capital Territory (member)

Map is a placed pdf file
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First Voice plays a leadership role within the early
childhood hearing loss sector, advocating for world-class
early intervention services for children who are deaf or
hearing impaired.
We work with government and other organisations to
influence public policy and funding decision-making
related to services for children who are deaf and hearing
impaired.
Our members and affiliated organisations maintain an
active research agenda and work with leading research
institutions to conduct hearing research relevant to young
people with hearing loss.
First Voice is committed to providing evidence-based
research to inform and influence public health policy in
our region.

Early intervention services
First Voice centres provide early intervention services to
almost 1,000 children living with deafness or hearing loss
in Australia and New Zealand. This is one of the largest
cohorts of children receiving early intervention services
for hearing loss in the world.

Service model
Our member and affiliated organisations operate on a
multi-disciplinary team model with a strong focus on
family-centred practice. Our centres work with a range of
specialist health and education professionals, including:

All hearing-related services
More than 23,000 people received a hearing
related service from one of our member or affiliated
organisations in 2013/14. This includes hearing screening
and adult related services.

• paediatric audiologists

• cochlear implant surgeons
• speech pathologists
• certified auditory verbal therapists
• teachers of the deaf
• psychologists, child and family counsellors and
social workers
• occupational therapists
• specialist kindergarten professionals (including
kindergarten and early childhood teachers, assistants
and inclusion aides) and special education teachers.
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Our vision and mission
First Voice champions the right of all deaf people to listen and speak.
Our mission

Our purpose

Key principles

It is First Voice’s mission to:

Our purpose is that every hearing
impaired child and their family in
Australia and New Zealand have
access to what they need to achieve
the spoken language of which they
are capable.

The following six principles are
integral to children achieving the
spoken language of which they
are capable:

• raise awareness of early childhood
deafness and the urgency of
early intervention for hearing
impaired children
• promote universal newborn
hearing screening and the
implementation of adequately
funded and timely management
pathways
• pursue national fundraising
opportunities for listening and
spoken language services and
related research
• advocate for equitable and
timely access to evidence-based
early intervention services and
mainstream inclusion for children
who are deaf.
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First Voice advocates for world-class
early intervention services that give
children the listening and spoken
language skills necessary to achieve
mainstream education, employment
of choice and social integration
within the hearing world.

1 early identification
2 access to assistive technologies
3 family support and education
4 transition to mainstream
education
5 evidence-based therapies
6 universal access to diagnosis,
assessment and treatment,
particularly in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander, rural and
multi-cultural communities.

Key focus areas
Four fundamental changes are
needed for every hearing impaired
child to have access to what they
need to achieve the spoken language
of which they are capable.
These focus areas guide and
influence our program of work:
1 Governments need to believe in
and support the six key principles
2 There needs to be more
evidence-based research
and debate
3 Public understanding needs to
be shifted to realise the impact
of hearing impairment and the
benefits of addressing it
4 Professional understanding needs
to be shifted to accept the impact
of all hearing impairments and the
ability we now have to address it.

First Voice’s purpose,
key principles and
change imperatives are
summarised (right):
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Message from the Chair
I was delighted to be appointed to the
position of First Voice Chair in March 2014,
taking over from Jim Hungerford who held
the role for the preceeding 18 months. I am
assisted in this role by Scott Johnston, who
was appointed to the role of Deputy Chair.
I’d like to extend my sincere thanks to
Jim for his chairmanship over this very
busy period.
Annual highlights
Sound Connections
One of the highlights of the past 12 months has been the
completion of First Voice’s three-year research project,
Sound Connections. This project examined the spoken
language and social inclusion outcomes of children with
hearing loss. It was a major undertaking for First Voice,
so it was wonderful to see the research completed and
project goals achieved.
We are grateful for the very significant support we
received from Telstra Foundation, via project sponsor
Telethon Speech & Hearing, to bring this important work to
fruition. Similarly, we extend our thanks to the committed
research team and the First Voice Research Advisory
Committee, which guided and supported this work.

Sound Outcomes
An ongoing legacy of the Sound Connections research
project was the establishment of a national listening and
spoken language database that consolidates clinical data
from children enrolled in early intervention programs
across the First Voice service network.
This is an important resource that is integral to our
ability to track, measure and report on consolidated
outcomes across the First Voice network, and we are
currently working to develop an operational and funding
framework to continue to enable this work.
Power of Speech
A memorable highlight of the past 12 months was the
launch of First Voice’s inaugural Power of Speech event.
This national public speaking event showcases the public
speaking abilities of hearing impaired children from
Australia and New Zealand.
We extend out thanks to our generous event sponsor,
Cochlear Limited, whose support enabled us to bring these
talented children and their families together in Canberra.
Loud Shirt Day
Loud Shirt Day – the national fundraising appeal for First
Voice members held in October each year – also achieved
significant success in 2013/14. The efforts of our hard
working fundraising team continues to pay dividends to
First Voice member centres, with funds raised from the
annual appeal increasing from $295k in 2012 to almost
$400k in 2013.

Therese Kelly
Chair
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VidKids
All Australian members extended their outreach services
to children in rural and remote areas of Australia during
2013/14 using videoconferencing technology through the
VidKids program.
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
The past 12 months have seen the first significant signs
of a changing national disability landscape. Three of our
member organisations – Cora Barclay Centre, Taralye and
The Shepherd Centre – were involved in NDIS pilot sites.
First Voice continues to advocate for the adoption of
best practice funding and service principles during the
ongoing rollout of the scheme. We especially wish to
thank Michael Forwood, who has led our discussions and
advocacy with the National Disability Insurance Agency
(NDIA) on behalf of First Voice.

Change to Patron

Financials
During 2013/14, First Voice continued to operate on a
small budget, resourced by part-time contractors and
consultants, and volunteer committees. The total income
for 2013/14 was $292k against an expenditure of $256k,
resulting in a small net surplus of $35k.

Thank you
One of the strengths of the First Voice network is its
ability to bring together organisations and individuals to
work together on projects that significantly improve the
lives of hearing impaired children and their families. The
complexity of this task, for a small (and largely voluntary)
organisation, is not to be underestimated.
Many of our achievements throughout the year were
made possible by the extraordinary efforts of our
member and affiliated organisations and their dedicated
staff, and our dedicated supporters and sponsors.

Ms Quentin Bryce was First Voice’s patron since its
inception through to the end of her term as Governor
General in March 2014. We are extremely appreciative of
the support we have received from Ms Bryce over this
period.
We are equally as delighted to advise that the current
Governor General, Sir Peter Cosgrove, has accepted our
invitation to serve First Voice as patron, and we look forward
to his ongoing involvement in our service and cause.

Year ahead
While 2013/14 has seen the culmination of a number of important projects; there is much more to be started and
done in the year ahead. The hearing services market is bracing for significant change, with potential changes ahead
for Australian Hearing. This environment will be further shaped by the expanding national rollout of the NDIS.
We will continue to advocate for evidence-based, international best practice in the delivery of listening and
spoken language early intervention services for children who are deaf or hearing impaired. We are energised and
optimistic about the year ahead, and will continue to focus on leveraging the many opportunities and benefits that
flow from collaboration across our six vibrant member and affiliated organisations.
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Performance highlights against priorities
These performance highlights summarise First Voice’s key achievements over the
past 12 months in relation to our six key priority areas.
Priority Areas

Priority 1

Priority 2

STRATEGIC
GOALS

Develop the financial and
human resources needed to
deliver on First Voice’s core
purpose and vision

Develop a longer term
research plan and an
integrated funding and
resources plan to support it

Effectively manage
national projects and
ensure they achieve their
strategic goals

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING 2013/4

• Further developed our
capacity to run projects
through collaborate
workgroups (fundraising,
program managers,
VidKids)

• Completed all research
based activities related
to Sound Connections,
and conducted a national
launch of research findings
in May 2014

Sound Connections

• Evolved the executive
officer role into two distinct
functional areas - executive
assistance and strategy/
marketing

• Continued to develop
standardised assessment
protocols (Sound
Outcomes), rating scales
and data submission
procedures to ensure the
comparability and quality
of data sets used in the
large-scale investigation
of speech and language
development

• Appointed a new chair and
deputy chair in March 2014

• Agreed a new format and
structure of the Research
Advisory Committee, which
will be developed further in
2014/15

Priority 3

• Completed this three-year
research project in
December 2013, and
publicly launched the
research findings in
May 2014
Power of Speech
• Launched an annual
national public speaking
event in Canberra in
March 2014 for children
who are deaf and hearing
impaired
Loud Shirt Day
• Held our annual
fundraising appeal in
October 2013 and raised
almost $400k, up from
$295k in 2012
VidKids
• Delivered more than 1,200
hours of tele-practice
services to young hearing
impaired Australians living
in rural and remote areas
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Priority 4

Priority 5

Priority 6

Strengthen First Voice’s
relationship and value
proposition with its internal
stakeholders

Strengthen our leadership
and advocacy with
government and industry
on key issues

Build long term value
and engagement with our
strategic partners and
supporters

• Continued to share and
foster best practice across
the First Voice member
network

• Continued to provide
leadership and advocacy
to the NDIA on behalf of
member organisations and
their families and children

• Incoming Governor
General Sir Peter Cosgrove
accepted role of First Voice
Patron

• Continued to strengthen
cross-member
collaboration in clinical
and fundraising areas
• Provided opportunities for
staff interaction at rotating
board meetings
• Provided increased
opportunities to engage
with member boards and
staff through two major
First Voice events (Power
of Speech and Sound
Connections launch)

• Continued to provide
representation on the
Australian Government’s
expert panel overseeing the
Better Start for Children
with a Disability funding
program
• Met regularly with federal
and state MPs and other
stakeholders to influence
issues and policies affecting
children with hearing loss in
the region

• Participated in meetings
of the VidKids multi-party
consortium
• Met formally with Cochlear
Limited at our annual
Colloquium
• Formally engaged with
Telstra Foundation at the
Sound Connections
project launch
• Collaborated at a statebased level with all major
supporters and suppliers
associated with Loud
Shirt Day
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II Major projects, events and advocacy
Sound Outcomes
Sound Connections
One of the highlights of the past 12 months
was the completion of First Voice’s three year
research project, Sound Connections, which was
completed in December 2013.
This project studied the spoken language
outcomes of 532 children and the
social inclusion of 95 of these children,
benchmarking this information against
national datasets of typical hearing children.
This project:
1 defined and measured social inclusion
2 examined spoken language and social inclusion
outcomes for children with hearing loss participating
in listening and spoken language early intervention and
3 developed a model of best practice of listening and
spoken language early intervention for children with
hearing loss.
The findings validated existing service delivery methods
and provided an evidence-base to lobby for greater
recognition of the importance of early intervention.
The findings of this research were presented at major
national and international conferences and submitted for
peer review journal publication throughout the year.
We were proud to publicly launch the study’s findings at a
major stakeholder event – supported by a national media
campaign - in Melbourne in May 2014. We are grateful
for the very significant support we received from Telstra
Foundation over the past three years to bring this important
work to fruition.
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An ongoing legacy of the Sound
Connections research project was the
establishment of a national listening
and spoken language database that
consolidates clinical data and outcomes
from children enrolled in early intervention
programs in First Voice member and
affiliated organisations.
We have created standardised assessment protocols/
rating scales and data submission procedures that ensure
the comparability and quality of member datasets used
in the large-scale investigation of speech and language
development.
This has been an important – and complex – project that
has been guided and developed by clinical leaders in
each of our member and affiliated organisations.
This is an important resource that is integral to our ability
to track, measure and report on consolidated outcomes
across the First Voice network, and we are currently
working with members to develop an operational and
funding framework by which to further develop this
national data set.

VidKids
VidKids is a national tele-health project
that delivers services to children with vision
and hearing impairment living in rural
and remote areas of Australia. First Voice
member organisations have continued
to partner with Vision Australia and Deaf
Children Australia to deliver services as
part of an Australian Government initiative.
All Australian members extended their outreach services
during 2013/14. During 2013/14 more than 1,200 hours
of service were provided to 82 families living in remote
areas of Australia. Twenty eight families were provided
with an internet connection and 42 families with a laptop
to allow them to access the VidKids service.
More than $80k was spent on renovations and
equipment purchases to upgrade infrastructure to
provide better quality video conferencing.
Tele-health services can take place anywhere a suitable
computer and internet connection are present. The
locations and frequency of services are dependent
on an individual child’s needs, but video-conferencing
sessions are generally provided on a weekly basis direct
in the child’s home.
Video conferencing sessions require the presence of
carer at the client end to ensure therapy activities can
be continued in the family home. Sessions can also
be recorded and shared with other family members,
teachers or health professionals.
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II Major projects, events and advocacy

National Disability
Insurance Scheme
The past 12 months have seen the first
significant signs of a changing national
disability landscape.
Three of our member organisations – Cora Barclay
Centre, Taralye and The Shepherd Centre – have been
involved in NDIS pilot sites over the past financial year.
Our members are committed to providing the best
outcomes possible for their children and families, and
we are working with the NDIA to develop a strong and
robust services framework for them within the NDIS.
First Voice is also working towards the development
of recommendations to help inform the management
of children with permanent hearing loss under a NDIS
service and funding framework. We expect this work to
be significantly advanced in the new financial year.
On behalf of our member organisations, we especially
wish to thank Michael Forwood, who has led our
discussions and advocacy with the NDIA on behalf of
First Voice.

Power of Speech
First Voice was delighted to host its
inaugural Power of Speech event at the
National Press Club in Canberra in March
2014. This is a national public speaking
event which showcases the public speaking
abilities of hearing impaired children from
Australia and New Zealand.
Twelve children from First Voice centres across Australia
and New Zealand, each with one or more cochlear
implants, took to the stage to present a short speech on
a topic of his/her choice. At the conclusion of the event,
two inspirational speakers – Jonah Roberts (11 years old,
The Shepherd Centre, NSW) and Ben Smith (6 years old,
The Hearing House, NZ) – were awarded by a panel of
judges for their poise, confidence, clarity of speech and
maturity of manner.
The event showcases the importance of early
intervention programs in helping deaf children achieve
access to sound and clarity of speech, and to challenge
common perceptions about the outcomes possible for
deaf children.
Right: Jonah Roberts
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II Major projects, events and advocacy

Loud Shirt Day
Each October sees Australia transformed
into a canvas of colour as thousands
of people delve into the depths of their
wardrobes.
Loud Shirt Day is the national appeal for
First Voice members throughout Australia
and funds raised support the listening and
spoken language services that they provide.

All First Voice member centres worked together on
the development of the national appeal, focussing
particularly on national marketing, digital activity
and publicity.
The efforts of this hard working fundraising team
continues to pay dividends to First Voice member
centres, with funds raised from the annual appeal
increasing from $295k in October 2012 to almost
$400k in October 2013.

What’s Up Doc
Dr David Coman is a paediatrician, metabolic physician
and clinical geneticist at Wesley Hospital in Brisbane.
Dr Coman has quite a reputation for loud shirts and several years
ago decided to use his fashion penchant for a good cause and
chose to raise funds for deaf and hearing impaired children.
Over the past three years Dr Coman has raised almost $15k
through this colleagues at Wesley Hospital, friends, family, peer
network and others.
These funds support the local First Voice member centre, Hear
and Say, where Dr Coman is a real “Hear and Say Hero”.
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III Centre and family highlights
Cora Barclay Centre
2013/14 was another highly successful year for the Cora
Barclay Centre. Enrolments in the centre’s early childhood
intervention program for pre-school age children
remained steady at 75 children and there was a modest
increase from 150 to 164 in school students receiving
therapy and support in mainstream schools.
The year was marked by the commencement of the NDIS and its
Trial Site for Children’s Services, which is located in South Australia.
This long-awaited initiative, which has enormous implications for every
stakeholder, has required the centre to work closely with families and the
NDIA to ensure the smooth transition of children in our early intervention
program to the scheme. It has necessitated discussions and negotiations
on eligibility, access, scope of services, service arrangements, pricing,
administrative processes and overall funding. It has also required the centre
to reflect on its values, work practices, business systems, advocacy roles
and relationships with other service providers and mainstream government
services. By the end of the year more than 30 Cora Barclay Centre children
had commenced with the NDIS, with many more registered and entering
into the planning process.
NDIS early intervention arrangements place a strong emphasis on evidencebased practice and outcomes. The Cora Barclay Centre’s published early
intervention outcomes for the year were excellent with more than 90 per
cent of children being assessed as age-appropriate in speech, language and
comprehension. Rigorous evaluation is continuing of the centre’s intensive
transition to school program, social, emotional and self-advocacy supports
and student services. We believe these are all critical elements for children
with hearing loss successfully completing their schooling and thereby
optimising their prospects of lifelong social and economic independence.
Enhancing these factors and continuing to contribute to the rollout of the
NDIS will be priorities for the Cora Barclay Centre in 2014/15 and beyond.
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Hannah’s Story
It has been a year and a half since Hannah’s bilateral cochlear implants. Now she is
doing all the things that little two-year-old girls do. If someone had told us when
she was diagnosed with profound hearing loss that she would catch up so quickly,
we would not have believed them..
At two and a half, Hannah is saying much more than her brother (with normal
hearing) did at that age. She is talking in sentences, counting to 29, knows her
alphabet and sings songs. Every now and then, she will shock us with what she
knows and understands!
Hannah’s inquisitive and full-of-life nature has really helped with her listening skills.
She wants to learn about everything, try everything and do everything that
everyone else is doing. This has given us more to talk about with her, which has
in turn developed her language and vocabulary.
I love hearing Hannah sing and seeing her dance to music. When she hears and
recognises a song, her face glows and beams with excitement. A deaf child
shouldn’t be able to do that, but Hannah can..
She also attends ballet class, the highlight of her week. She loves her tutu and
shows it off just like all little girls. While I am fully aware that the wooden floors
and acoustics in the dance hall are absolutely terrible, my resilient little ballerina
is able to manage and cope just fine. She participates fully in the class and enjoys
every minute of it.
We are so thankful that she was implanted with cochlear implants as early as she
was and for the support that she has received thus far. Now our next big decision
is choosing a school that will support her and help her to grow into a confident
young person.
Passant, Hannah’s Mum
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III Centre and family highlights

Hear and Say
Hear and Say has experienced a challenging but
exciting year, catering for 670 children, young adults
and their families while working on the largest capital
project in our 22-year history.
We are thrilled to be opening the doors of our new $11m+ Brisbane
centre in the inner city suburb of Ashgrove in early January 2015. It
is a world-class, purpose built facility that has been achieved through
the combined efforts of the Queensland Government in collaboration
with Queensland businesses, philanthropists, staff, families, donors,
supporters and the wider community.
Our new Brisbane centre will, after many years, bring the Brisbane
team under one roof and help advance our telepractice program,
a rural and remote outreach program reaching every part of
Queensland. As demand for our regional services and programs
grew during the year, our Townsville, Toowoomba and Cairns centres
relocated to expanded premises. This attention on our regional areas
has been critical as more than 60 per cent of our families live outside
the Brisbane area.
The new Brisbane Knowledge Hub will provide a space for
collaboration, education and training across the health, education
and disability sectors and help advance much needed research
and innovation. Cochlear implant candidacy is constantly evolving
and Hear and Say is taking the lead in advocating for change, most
specifically in the opportunity for children with single-sided deafness
to become candidates for cochlear implantation.
In October 2013, this milestone was achieved with Hear and Say
child, Ruby, the first Queensland child to receive a cochlear implant
for single-sided deafness. Hear and Say now has seven children with
single-sided deafness who have since received implantable technology
with a further six currently undergoing candidacy assessment.
In this year of transformation, Hear and Say has refreshed its logo
to reflect a ‘dynamic’ butterfly representing our progressive and
dynamic future.
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Zia’s story
Earlier this year Zia began attending a kindy program. She’s thriving in this new
environment and learning new songs and vocabulary each week!
For nap time, the children are allowed to bring along a cuddly toy. Recently, Zia
chose to take along Cameron the Cochlear Koala. Cameron is very special as we
received him on the day of Zia’s switch-on back in June 2012. Cameron has a
cochlear implant on his right ear – just like Zia.
That afternoon when I went to collect Zia, I found out from her teacher that
Zia had not only used Cameron to cuddle at nap time, but had also presented
him to the class for show-and-tell. Zia told them all about her and Cameron’s
cochlear implants, explaining that she needs to wear it to hear and when she
doesn’t have it on she can’t hear anything. She pointed out that her cochlear is
different from Cameron’s because it has a flashing light and listed off some names
of her friends who also have implants that we’ve met through Hear and Say.
According to the teacher, Zia spoke for over a minute and the other kids paid
close attention. The teacher was thoroughly impressed with Zia’s sentences
and explanations and in the pride and matter-of-factness that Zia showed. She
admitted to getting a bit teary, saying “She’s such a lovely little girl to begin
with but to see her do that show-and-tell .– she’s amazing!”
Our hearts swelled with pride and joy at hearing about our little girl’s selfconfidence, her public speaking ability, and the fact she came up with the whole
idea herself!
When we first found out Zia had a hearing loss she was three weeks old.
At that time, never in our wildest dreams did we think she would listen and
speak as she does today, let alone attend and thrive in mainstream kindy. And
to imagine that before her third birthday she would initiate her own show-andtell session in front of a full classroom of kids and teachers on the topic of her
‘magic ears’.. Wow!
Every day we are thankful for the life changing technology of her cochlear
implant and hearing aid. And every day we are thankful for the coaching and
support we have received from Hear and Say that has ensured our bright little
spark has been able to shine her light!
Heidi, Zia’s Mum
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III Centre and family highlights

Taralye
Taralye had another successful year with a high
demand for audiology/otology, early intervention and
early childhood services. About 6,500 children and
their families benefited from our support across these
service areas in 2013/2014.
A number of new services and programs were established during the
year. Auditory processing disorder testing is now available within our
audiology clinic and two programs, ‘Make the Connection’ and
‘It Takes Two to Talk’ were introduced for parents of children who
are deaf. These two evidence-based programs promote healthy
parent-child relationships and practical strategies for parents to help
their children learn language naturally throughout their daily routines.
Taralye’s vision, mission and strategic plan were reviewed and updated
this year. Our focus is on organisational readiness for the NDIS which
is due for rollout in 2016. Taralye has made solid progress in this
area during the past 12 months. All eligible families accessing our
state government subsidised Early Childhood Intervention Service
in the Barwon NDIS trial site successfully transitioned to the federal
government NDIS service and chose to continue their partnership with
Taralye as their preferred service provider.
Taralye continued to support community engagement and
professional development throughout the year and was actively
involved in demonstrating accreditation against external quality
standards. Our staff were involved in local Indigenous community
education sessions and presented papers at a range of national and
international early childhood intervention conferences and forums.
An organisational highlight for the year was receiving a rating of
“exceeding national quality standards” in each of the seven areas
assessed against the newly introduced National Education and Care
regulations and framework.
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Amara's story
Amara has grown up at Taralye. At 12 weeks of age she joined the Parent
Child Mother Goose program and was introduced to singing, rhyming and
story-telling; gaining formative positive experiences of language, communication,
and learning.
Five years later Amara is an eager and inquisitive participant in Taralye’s
4-year-old Kindergarten program. She loves the creative educational sessions
that kindergarten offers weekly, and the special sessions like Beach Day,
Pizza Day, Solar System week; and looking after baby chicks in the classroom
after they hatch.
Over the years mum, Melissa, and dad, Shaun, have also taken advantage of
Taralye’s playgroup, Early Learning program, 3-year-old Kindergarten program,
speech therapy sessions, and the Lunch Bunch program. The result is a wellrounded, resilient, confident, happy little girl.
As parents we feel Amara is now equipped with the appropriate learning
strategies to successfully transition into her primary school years.
As a result of Amara’s attendance at the Taralye program she has developed
great personal confidence, outstanding communication skills, and the desire
to learn.
Shaun, Amara’s Dad
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III Centre and family highlights

Telethon, Speech & Hearing
Telethon Speech & Hearing has experienced
significant growth in 2013/14.
The Newborn Screening Program has seen an overall increase in the
number of screens performed; and this is an essential part of our early
intervention program. The Newborn Screening Program ensures that
every child with a hearing impairment is diagnosed early and receives
the right invention and input required to succeed academically and
socially.
In 2013/14, Telethon Speech & Hearing has increased its focus on
supporting and empowering families by providing regular parent
information sessions and support opportunities. The following sessions
and workshops were held:
• family support group sessions featuring handouts, access to
websites and YouTube clips
• information sessions exploring Hanen principles
• parent workshops, held by occupational therapists, covering topics
such as sensory regulation, self-care and independence skills, visual
motor integration and pretend play
The Ear Health Program continues to expand, ensuring that every child
receives the support needed to overcome ear health concerns. With
the support of Chevron, Telethon Speech & Hearing conducted various
community events, workshops and presentations in the Pilbara. Similar
activities were carried out in the Perth metropolitan, Wheatbelt and
South West areas of Western Australia in conjunction with the WA
Health Department. In the Pilbara, Telethon Speech & Hearing has been
working closely with Western Australian Country Health Services,
Pilbara Population Heath, to develop a model of best practice for
ear health.
The importance of research at Telethon Speech & Hearing was
elevated with a new focus on relationship building resulting in several
new University partnerships being established. These growing
partnerships with local and interstate organisations for research and
professional development are critical to helping our organisation
become a truly world-class service that provides innovative, bestpractice services to its varied client base.
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Isla’s story
Isla, like many other children her age, has just boosted her immunity with a bout
of chickenpox. While this common virus usually just causes irritation; for Isla, it
came at a time when she was due for her first cochlear implant surgery.
“We were so disappointed that the operation was pushed back because
you start to mentally prepare for it … but she definitely has to be in
prime health for what her little body is about to go through,” says Isla’s mum, Elise.
The family embarked on their emotional journey when Isla’s newborn hearing
screening test returned a ‘failed’ result just a couple of days after birth.
Paediatric diagnostic testing at Telethon Speech & Hearing later revealed, not
only that Isla has bi-lateral profound hearing loss, but also that mum, Elise, and her
husband, John, are recessive carriers of the gene; unbeknown to them until the
birth of their first child.
Isla, now 8 months, was immediately enrolled in Telethon Speech & Hearing’s early
intervention program.
“Joining this program gave us much needed support and a sense of relief. From the
first moment we sat down with the team, I started to feel normal again and the
grief started to lift.”
Isla is now happily settled into the early intervention program where she attends
weekly playgroup sessions with other parents and children who have varying
degrees of hearing impairment. Isla and Elise also attend one-on-one play-based
therapy sessions with a speech pathologist at the centre to round out the early
intervention therapy required for Isla to develop age appropriate spoken language.
With cochlear implant surgery re-scheduled for later this year, Isla is on her way
to a future as a little chatterbox!
Elsie, Isla's Mum
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III Centre and family highlights

The Shepherd Centre
In January 2014, The Shepherd Centre relocated its
headquarters to new purpose-designed facilities
at Newtown. Prime Minister Tony Abbott formally
opened the new centre, which was a clear highlight
of the year.
Since then, we have seen many achievements:
• our income has grown to new heights
• our child enrolments have increased by 10 per cent
• the language skills of our graduating children continues to match
that of children without hearing loss.
Our new headquarters provides 50 per cent more floor area, so we
can now support about twice the number of children of our previous
premises. The families and children, as well as staff and volunteers,
love the fresh new look, open-plan layout and lots of natural light.
New technologies in the centre also enable more video-conferencing,
so clinicians can support families no matter where they are. And
families receiving therapy at the centre can also have their sessions
recorded for later review at home.
Each of the five centres in The Shepherd Centre network have now
been renovated and provide family-friendly facilities to support the
hundreds of children that visit each month. Ongoing work on our IT
infrastructure and services further support these improvements.
The progress of every child is monitored through our ‘Child
Development Information System’, which also tracks and monitors
ongoing assessments and reviews.
These achievements have been made possible by efforts of thousands
of generous donors and we are grateful to these wonderful people,
whose support has touched and transformed the lives of so many
children.
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Natalia’s story
In August 2012, Rody and Giselle welcomed a beautiful baby daughter, Natalia,
into their family. Shortly after she was born, Natalia was found to have hearing
loss. This was later confirmed by the hospital’s audiology department.
Natalia was diagnosed with a condition called Auditory Neuropathy Spectrum
Disorder (ANSD), causing her hearing to be distorted. Rody and Giselle were
told it was difficult to determine exactly how bad Natalia’s hearing
was, so she was conservatively fitted with hearing aids at three months.
“Initially, our biggest concerns were that Natalia would not be able to live a normal
life, go to a mainstream school, or to have ‘normal’ speech,” Giselle explained. “At
the time, we were referred to The Shepherd Centre by the hospital, and after
reading online that more than 90 per cent of their graduates had age-appropriate
language skills, I knew that this was the place for us.”
Natalia and her family joined The Shepherd Centre, attending auditory-verbal
therapy sessions on a fortnightly basis from when Natalia was three months old.
However, in the months ahead, testing would show Natalia was unable to access
enough sound from her hearing aids in order to be able to learn to speak.
At 13 months, Natalia was diagnosed with severe-profound bilateral hearing loss,
and with the support of The Shepherd Centre, Rody and Giselle decided to
proceed with cochlear implant surgery. She received two cochlear implants at 15
months, and her family have been thrilled to see Natalia’s dramatic progress.
“Through the auditory verbal therapy sessions, Natalia is now able to comprehend
requests using sound alone, such as ‘Let’s go!’, and ‘Wave goodbye!’,” Giselle said.
“The Shepherd Centre has been amazing for our family. Their unconditional love
and support for our daughter has been nothing short of miraculous. Their hard
work and dedication has gotten us to where we are today.
“The Shepherd Centre’s ongoing love and support will never be forgotten, and
we thank you all for giving Natalia a voice.”
Rody and Giselle, Natalia’s parents
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III Centre and family highlights

The Hearing House
Helping children who are deaf but who also have
other disabilities was one of the highlights for
The Hearing House’s clinical team over the past year.
Children with cochlear implants or hearing aids but
who also have other challenges such as cerebral palsy
or autism, now account for 40 per cent of
our caseload. As a consequence we have had to
adapt our work to better suit these children’s more
complex needs.
A significant grant in late 2013 saw The Hearing House develop a
special programme for these children. It has also allowed us to bring
Marie Rennie and Caren Matthews-Lane from the Royal Institute for
Deaf and Blind Children in Sydney over to Auckland for workshops
with staff and families.
Other highlights included the New Zealand Government’s decision to
fund bilateral cochlear implants for children under the age of six or
newly referred candidates up to the age of 19 from the middle of 2014.
This resulted in an increased demand for our already busy audiology
and habilitation teams.
Other significant developments included continued work on our
capital campaign to raise $6m for the new building that will be
constructed adjacent to the iconic Hearing House building, plus a
newly-built preschool. We have now raised just over $4m towards
this project and the preschool construction has started. We hope to
commence stage two of the project in the first half of 2015.
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Angus’s story
In April 2014 the New Zealand Government announced it would fund bilateral
implants. Two weeks later, Angus was the first Kiwi baby to receive publicly
funded implants for both ears. His mum Zoe shares their story.
Angus made a hasty entry into the world on September 25 last year. He arrived
facing the sky and ready to take on the world. However it quickly became
apparent that something was seriously wrong and he was whisked off to the
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).
When my husband returned from NICU he said he’d named our son Angus as it
was the only name he could remember from the list of names we had agreed
on. At the time we didn’t know the meaning of his name, which is “exceptionally
strong”. This proved significant, as the first hand Angus was dealt in life was a
pretty cruel one.
Angus had contracted cytomegalovirus (CMV) in utero – affecting many of his
vital organs, including his brain, bone marrow, heart and limbs. Most significantly,
it robbed him of his ability to hear, leaving him profoundly deaf.
Initially our primary focus was on Angus just living; his inability to hear was
secondary. After nine blood transfusions, six weeks in intensive care and three
months on a cytotoxic drug needed to kill the virus, he started to improve.
It became obvious that, true to his name, Angus was exceptionally strong. At that
point we started to focus on his future and what we could do to help him achieve
his full potential. So we made the decision for Angus to receive cochlear implants.
On May 16, Angus received bilateral cochlear implants. On June 4 his implants
were switched on and he could hear for the first time. He could even hear the
best sound in the whole world - his own giggle.
To help Angus fully benefit from his cochlear implants we rely on the staff from
The Hearing House in Auckland to provide support and therapy to allow him the
opportunity to participate and engage in a “normal” hearing and speaking world. Now
one year old, Angus is following normal development patterns, although a little on the
slow side. He is responding well to therapy and can clearly hear. When we put on
the processors in the morning the first thing he does is start making noises.
We look forward to the day when Angus can speak and can thank everyone at
The Hearing House for their fantastic work.
Zoe, Angus’s Mum
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IV Research, publications and presentations
Research projects
Cora Barclay Centre
First Voice Telstra Foundation Grant: Listening and Spoken
Language Development and Social Inclusion of Children with
Hearing Loss First Voice Centres
Speech, Language and Psychosocial Outcomes for Children
with Bilateral Cochlear Implants Dr Julia Sarant, Department
of Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne; Dr Karyn Galvin,
Department of Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne; Prof
Peter Blamey, The University of Melbourne; Prof Roger Wales,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, La Trobe University; Dr
Peter Busby, Research and Applications, Cochlear Limited

Hear and Say
Auditory Brain Function in Children with Cochlear Implants
– MEG Study Distinguished Prof Stephen Crain, Director of
Macquarie University’s ARC Centre of Excellence in Cognition
and its Disorders; A/Prof Blake Johnson, Department of
Cognitive Science and ARC Centre of Excellence in Cognition
and its Disorders; Dr Wei He, Macquarie University; Ms Joann
Tang, Macquarie University; Ms Rebecca Gelding, Macquarie
University; Mr David Meng, Macquarie University; Dr Dimity
Dornan, Hear and Say; Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say

Department, University of Southern Queensland; Dr Dimity
Dornan, Hear and Say; Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say
Structure and Function of Auditory Cortical Cells
Dr Guy Elston, Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience, Sunshine
Coast; Mr Tsuguhisa Okamoto - Graduate School of Frontier
Biosciences, Osaka University, Japan; Mr Tomofumi Oga,
Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences, Osaka University, Japan;
Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say; Prof Ichiro Fujita, Graduate
School of Frontier Biosciences, Osaka University, Japan
A Retrospective Chart Review of Premature Infants with
Bilateral Moderate or Worse Sensorineural Hearing Loss
in Queensland between 2007 & 2011: Prevalence of an
Association between Etiological Factors Mr Trent Calcutt,
University of Queensland, School of Medicine, MBBS IV (Hons);
Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say; Prof David Tudehope, University
of Queensland, School of Medicine, Mater Hospital Brisbane
Longitudinal Outcomes of Children with Hearing Impairment
(LOCHI study) Dr Teresa Ching, National Acoustic Laboratories;
A/Prof Harvey Dillon, National Acoustic Laboratories &
HEARing CRC

Outcomes of an Auditory-Verbal Therapy Program for
Very Young Children with Hearing Loss (0-2 years – Baby
Research) Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Dr Dimity
Dornan, Hear and Say; Ms Emma Rushbrooke, Hear and Say; Mrs
Jackie Brown, Hear and Say; Mrs Jane McGovern, Hear and Say;
Ms Lynda Close, Hear and Say; Prof Louise Hickson, Health &
Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Queensland

Bilateral Cochlear Implants for Children: Does a Second
Implant Improve Language, Psychosocial, Psychological
and Other Outcomes? Dr Julia Sarant, Department of
Otolaryngology, University of Melbourne; Dr Karyn Galvin,
Department of Otolaryngology, University of Melbourne; Prof
Peter Blamey; University of Melbourne; Prof Roger Wales,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, La Trobe University;
Dr Peter Busby, Research and Applications, Cochlear Limited

Outcomes of an Outreach Auditory-Verbal Therapy
Program for Young Children with Hearing Loss Dr Gabriella
Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say;
Ms Emma Rushbrooke, Hear and Say; Mrs Jackie Brown, Hear
and Say; Mrs Jane McGovern, Hear and Say; Ms Michelle Ryan,
Hear and Say; Dr Monique Waite, Hear and Say; Dr Anne Hill,
Health & Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Queensland

Patterns of Visual Attention Among Children Using Cochlear
Implants when Educated via Auditory-Verbal (AV), AuditoryOral (AO), and Sign Bilingual-Bicultural (Bi-Bi) Communication
Approaches Ms Christa Carey-Sargeant, HEARing CRC;
University of Melbourne; Dr Shani Dettman, HEARing CRC,
University of Melbourne; A/Prof Bernice Mathisen, La Trobe
University; A/Prof Margaret Brown, University of Melbourne

Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Listen and Sparkle
Program Enhancing Speech, Language and Cognitive
Development of Young Children (2-3 years): Pilot Program
Prof Gerry Tehan, Psychology Department, University of
Southern Queensland; Ms Sue Duncan-Kemp, Psychology

Bilateral Cochlear Implants in Children: A Study of Speech,
Language and Hearing Outcomes Dr Nerina Scarinci, Health
& Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Queensland; Prof
Louise Hickson, Health & Rehabilitation Sciences, University of
Queesland: Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say
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Remote Speech Perception Testing For Children with Cochlear
Implants Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Ms Emma
Rushbrooke, Hear and Say; Ms Beth Atkinson, Hear and Say
The Speech and Language Development and Social Inclusion
Of Young Children With Hearing Loss Educated with a
Listening and Spoken Language Approach at a First Voice
Centre in Australia and New Zealand First Voice Centres

Taralye
The Speech and Language Development and Social Inclusion
of Young Children with Hearing Loss Educated with a
Listening and Spoken Language Approach at a First Voice
Centre in Australia and New Zealand Lead investigators: Dr
Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Ms Aleshia Davies, The
Shepherd Centre: Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say Research
and Innovation, Hear and Say, Brisbane local contributors: Janet
Digby, The Hearing House; Estelle Gerrett, The Hearing House,
Leigh Martelli, The Hearing House
Longitudinal Outcomes of Children with Hearing Impairment
(LOCHI study) Dr Teresa Ching, National Acoustic Laboratories;
A/Prof Harvey Dillon, National Acoustic Laboratories and
HEARing CRC; Julia Day, National Acoustic Laboratories;
Kathryn Crowe, National Acoustic Laboratories

The Hearing House
Cochlear N6 Validation Study Valerie Loos, Cochlear Australia;
Leigh Martelli, The Hearing House; Claire Spence, The Hearing House
CI Outcomes Research Project Janet Digby, The Hearing House;
Dr David Welch, The University of Auckland and others
Early Speech Development of Babies with Hearing Loss Lydia
O’Connor, The Hearing House (MSc Thesis)
Speech, Language and Psychosocial Outcomes for Children
with Bilateral Cochlear Implants Dr Julia Sarant, Department
of Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne; Dr Karyn Galvin,
Department of Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne;
Prof Peter Blamey, The University of Melbourne; Prof Roger
Wales, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, La Trobe
University; Dr Peter Busby, Research and Applications, Cochlear
Limited. Local contributor: Lydia O’Connor, The Hearing House
The Speech and Language Development and Social inclusion
of Young Children with Hearing Loss Educated with a
Listening and Spoken Language Approach at a First Voice
Centre in Australia and New Zealand Lead investigators: Dr
Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Aleshia Davies, The
Shepherd Centre; Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say Research
and Innovation, Hear and Say; Local contributors: Janet Digby,

The Hearing House, Estelle Gerrett, The Hearing House, Leigh
Martelli, The Hearing House, Lydia O’Connor, The Hearing House

The Shepherd Centre
Longitudinal Outcomes of Children with Hearing Impairment
(LOCHI Study) Dr Teresa Ching, National Acoustic Laboratories;
A/Prof Harvey Dillon, National Acoustic Laboratories and
HEARing CRC
Literacy and Phonemic Awareness Intervention: Longitudinal
Outcomes of Children with Hearing Impairment (LOCHI
Study) Megan Gilliver, National Acoustic Laboratories; Dr Teresa
Ching, National Acoustic Laboratories; A/Prof Harvey Dillon,
National Acoustic Laboratories and HEARing CRC
Speech, Language and Psychosocial Outcomes for Children
with Bilateral Cochlear Implants Dr Julia Sarant, Department of
Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne; Dr Karyn Galvin,
Department of Otolaryngology, The University of Melbourne; Prof
Peter Blamey, The University of Melbourne; Prof Roger Wales,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, La Trobe University;
Dr Peter Busby, Research and Applications, Cochlear Limited
Sound Outcomes: The Speech and Language Development and
Social inclusion of Young Children with Hearing Loss Educated
with a Listening and Spoken Language Approach at a First
Voice Centre in Australia and New Zealand Lead investigators:
Dr Gabriella Constantinescu, Hear and Say; Aleisha Davis, The
Shepherd Centre; Dr Dimity Dornan, Hear and Say Research and
Innovation, Hear and Say; Local contributors: Janet Digby, The
Hearing House, Estelle Gerrett, The Hearing House, Leigh Martelli,
The Hearing House, Lydia O’Connor, The Hearing House
Optimising Spoken Language Intervention for Children with
Hearing Loss – PhD Aleisha Davis, The Shepherd Centre; Dr
Elisabeth Harrison, Macquarie University; A/Prof Robert Cowan,
HEARing CRC
Clinical Evaluation of Paediatric Remote Assistant Fitting
Yetta Abrahams, The Shepherd Centre; Katie Neal, The
Shepherd Centre
A Communication Approach Involving AVT and AAC:
Augmentative and Alternative Communication Liora Ballin,
Macquarie University
Internal research project areas:
• New clinical practice in Cochlear Implantation: Early
Implantation and Next Day Activation
• Longitudinal Speech and Language Outcomes of Children
with Hearing Loss
• Theory of Mind and Pragmatic Skills in Children with Hearing
Loss: Outcomes and Intervention
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Published research
and other papers

Conference
presentations

Hear and Say

Cora Barclay Centre

Constantinescu, G., & Dornan, D. (2013) International
Applications of Telepractice in Speech-Language Pathology.
In T.K. Houston (Ed.), Telepractice in Speech-Language
Pathology (pp. 261-299). San Diego, CA; Plural Publishing

Phillips, R. (2014, January) Innovations and Challenges
in Paediatric Hearing Loss. Australian Auditory Science
Symposium, Adelaide, Australia

Dettman, S., Wall, E., Constantinescu, G., & Dowell, R. (2013)
Communication Outcomes for Groups of Children Using
Cochlear Implants Enrolled in Auditory-Verbal, Aural-Oral,
and Bilingual- Bicultural early intervention programs.
Otology & Neurotology, 34(3), 451-459
Constantinescu, G., Waite, M., Dornan, D., Rushbrooke, E.,
Brown, J., McGovern, J., Ryan, M., Hill, A. (2014) A Pilot
Study of Telepractice Delivery for Teaching Listening and
Spoken Language to Children with Hearing Loss. Journal of
Telemedicine and Telecare. 20(3) 135–140

Telethon Speech & Hearing
Brook, L. J. (2013) Analysing a New Mobile Bilateral Audiology
Test for Children. Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours),
Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia. Retrieved from http://
ro.ecu.edu.au/theses_hons/102
Prentice, A. (2013) A Review of Screening and Monitoring
Tools Completed by Classroom Teachers in Deaf/Hearing
Impaired Education In Australia. Master of Clinical Audiology,
University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
Round, J. L. (2013) The Need and Uses of the Ida ‘My World’
Counselling Tool in Paediatric Rehabilitation for HearingImpaired Children. Master of Clinical Audiology, University of
Western Australia, Perth, Australia
Timms, L., Williams, C., Stokes, S. F., & Kane, R. (2014) Literacy
Skills of Australian Indigenous School Children with and
Without Otitis Media and Hearing Loss. International Journal
of Speech-Language Pathology, 16(3), 327-334

The Shepherd Centre
Fulcher, A., et al. (2014) Typical Consonant Cluster Acquisition
in Auditory-Verbal Children with Early-Identified Severe/
Profound Hearing Loss. International Journal of SpeechLanguage Pathology 16(1): 69-81
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Capon N., Gardner P., McMeekin M., Mazzaferro S., Marples C.,
Ward R, Wignes, M. (2014, February) Classroom Strategies:
High Expectations for Students who are Deaf and Hearing
Impaired. Mainstream Teacher One-Day Conference, North
Adelaide, South Australia
Harris C., & Phillips, R. (2014, June) Empowering Children and
Youth Through Peer Support. Hearing Across the Lifetime
Conference, Cernobbio, Lake Como, Italy

Hear and Say
Constantinescu, G., Brown, J., Dornan, D., Rushbrooke, E.,
McGovern J., Close, L., Monique Waite, M., Hickson, L. (2013,
July) How Research is Shaping Clinical Practice for Young
Children with Hearing Loss. Presented at RIDBC Research
Symposium, Sydney, Australia
Mc Master, J., Beamish, W., Bryer, F. (2013, July ) AuditoryVerbal Therapy for Children with a Hearing Loss – Parent
Perspective. Presented at RIDBC Research Symposium. Sydney,
Australia
Brown, J., Constantinescu, G., Ryan, M., Dornan, D., Rushbrooke,
E., McGovern J., Monique Waite, M., Hill, A. (2013, July) Bridging
the Tyranny of Distance: Using Telepractice to Develop the
Spoken Language of Children with Hearing Loss in Rural and
Remote Areas. Presented at RIDBC Research Symposium,
Sydney, Australia
Ryan, M., Close, L., Rushbrooke, E., Houston, K.T. (2013, July)
Tele-Practice: International Perspectives and Applications
with Clients, Families and Professionals. Short Course
presented at AG Bell Symposium, Los Angeles, USA
Phillips, R., Hogan, A., & Dornan, D. (2013, July) Social inclusion:
How Can it be Measured in Children? Oral presentation at the
Occupational Therapy Australia, 25th National Conference and
Exhibition, Adelaide, Australia

Ryan, M., (2013, August) Hear and Say’s eAVT & eAudiology
Program. Oral presentation at the VidKids Forum 2013,
Sydney, Australia

Dornan, D.A. (2013, 17-20 November). Frontiers of the HumanBionic Interface: Is it Time to Share? Poster presentation at the
Medical Bionics Conference, Phillip Is, Victoria

Ryan, M., Atkinson, B., (2013, September) Providing Early
Intervention, Audiology and School Support for Children
with Hearing Loss via TelePractice. Therapy, Nursing and
Teacher’s Conference 2013, Brisbane, Australia

Dornan, D., Constantinescu, G., Davis, A., Phillips, R. (2013,
November) A model for Evaluating the Impact of Speech and
Language on Social Inclusion for Young Children with Hearing
Loss. Presented at the 9th Asia Pacific Symposium on Cochlear
Implants and Related Sciences, Hyderabad, India

Brown, J., Daniel, T. (2013, September) Top Tips for Working
in Mainstream Education Settings with Children who have
a Hearing Loss. Therapy, Nursing and Teacher’s Conference
2013, Brisbane, Australia
Atkinson, B., Brown, J. (2013, September) Enhancing
the Benefits of UNHS Through the Application of Early
Amplification and Dedicated AV Therapy and Information
from Neuroscience. Therapy, Nursing and Teacher’s
Conference 2013, Brisbane, Australia
Balfour-Ogilvy, J. (2013, September) Talking about Speech
and Language Development. Paper presentation at Microtia
and Atresia Conference, Brisbane, Australia
Ryan, M. (2013, October) Providing Early Intervention,
Audiology and School Support for Children with Hearing
Loss via TelePractice. Oral presentation at the Connected
Australia Conference, Sydney, Australia
Dornan, D., Brown, J., Rushbrooke, E. (2013, October)
Redefining Hearing Loss in the 21st Century. Presented at the
Listening for Learning for Life Conference, Brisbane, Australia
Balfour-Ogilvy, J., Atkinson, B., Constantinescu, G., (2013,
October) Achieving Social and Communicative Competence.
Presented at the Listening for Learning for Life Conference,
Brisbane, Australia

Dornan, D. (2013, November) Born to Hear: Brain Development
for Optimal Listening and Spoken Language Development
in Children with Hearing Loss. Presented at the 9th Asia
Pacific Symposium on Cochlear Implants and Related Sciences,
Hyderabad, India
Dornan, D. (2013, November) Educating Parents About
Intensive Brain Development for Children with Hearing Loss.
Presented at the 9th Asia Pacific Symposium on Cochlear
Implants and Related Sciences, Hyderabad, India
Dornan, D. (2013, November) Presented paper Nucleus 6
Clinical Outcomes with Adults and Children on behalf
of Cochlear on an Industry panel at the 9th Asia Pacific
Symposium on Cochlear Implants and Related Sciences,
Hyderabad, India
Close, L., Atkinson, B., Rushbrooke, E. (2014, May) Auditory
Dys-synchrony in Children: Cochlear Implantation Candidacy
and Post-Implantation Management and Habilitation in an
Auditory-Verbal Early Intervention Program. Instructional
Course presented at the XXXII World Congress of Audiology,
Brisbane, Australia
Dowell, T.E. (2014, May) Clinical Experience with the Ponto Pro
Power for Children with Microtia & Atresia. Presented at the
XXXII World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Parr, M. (2013, October) STARS and COMETS Social Skills
Groups for Adolescents with Hearing Loss. Informational
presentation given at Supporting Adolescents with Hearing
Loss, RIDBC Renwick Centre, Sydney, Australia

Black, J., & Atkinson, B. (2014, May) Prognostication and
Auditory Performance Measurement Tools in Paediatric
Cochlear Implantation. Presented at the XXXII World Congress
of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Constantinescu, G., (2013, October) Research Informing
Clinical Practice. Presented at the Listening for Learning for
Life Conference, Brisbane, Australia

Hives, K. (2014, May) A Child’s Journey with an EAS Hearing
Implant System. A Case Study Presented at the XXXII World
Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Atkinson,B. (2013, October) Introduction to Implantable
Hearing Technologies. Presented to University of Queensland
first year audiology students, Brisbane, Australia

Finbow, R. (2014, May) Multi-centre Evaluation of the N6 in
School-Aged Children. Presented at the XXXII World Congress
of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Cheadle, S., Dowell, T.E. (2013, November). Mictroia and
Atresia. Oral presentation at the Hearing Aid Audiometrist
Society of Australia, Sydney, Australia
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Conference
presentations

Presentation at HEAL 2014: Hearing Across the Lifespan, Lake
Como, Italy
Rushbrooke, E., Cheadle, S., Atkinson, B., (2014, June) Microtia
and Atresia Program at Hear and Say. Presentation at HEAL
2014: Hearing Across the Lifespan, Lake Como, Italy

Ryan, M., Close, L., Atkinson, B., Rushbrooke, E. (2014, May)
Providing Services to Children, Parents and Professionals
through Tele-Practice. Instructional Course presented at the
XXXII World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Innes, R. (2014, June) Functional and Practical Application
of Ling’s Strategies: An Australian Perspective. A Ling
Consortium Discovery Session presented at the 2014 AG Bell
Convention, Orlando, Florida, USA

Ryan, M. (2014, May) Hear and Say’s eMPOWER Model:
Providing Early Intervention, Audiology and School Support
for Children with Hearing Loss via TelePractice. Oral
presentation delivered at the Speech Pathology Australia 2014
National Conference, Melbourne, Australia

Telethon Speech & Hearing

Rushbrooke, E., Cheadle, S., Dowell, T. (2014, May) Hear and Say
Australian Microtia and Atresia Support Centre (AMASC). Oral
Poster presented at the XXXII World Congress of Audiology,
Brisbane, Australia
Daniel, L., Rushbrooke, E., Atkinson, B. (2014, May) Maximising
Outcomes Using a Collaborative Multi-Agency Partnership:
The Medical Only Stream. Oral Poster presented at the XXXII
World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia
Abrahams, Y., Psarros, C., van Wanrooy, E., Rushbrooke, E.
(2014, May) Models of Hearing Implant Service Delivery:
Taking Audiology to the Recipients. Workshop presented at
the XXXII World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia
Brown, J. (2014, May) Using Education to Get to Work. National
Deafness Sector Summit at the XXXII World Congress of
Audiology Hear for the Future Expo, Brisbane, Australia
Constantinescu, G., Phillips, R., Davis, A., & Dornan, D.
(2014, May) Social Inclusion in Children with Hearing Loss
Educated Using a Listening and Spoken Language Approach.
Presentation at the XXXII World Congress of Audiology,
Brisbane, Australia
Constantinescu, G., Dornan, D., Phillips, R., Davis, A. (2014, June)
Benchmarking the Social Inclusion of Children with Hearing
Loss Educated using a Listening and Spoken Language
Approach. Presentation at HEAL 2014: Hearing Across the
Lifespan, Lake Como, Italy
Rushbrooke, E., Ryan, M., Close, L., Constantinescu, G.,Atkinson,
B., (2014, June) Tele-Practice: Delivering Early Intervention
and Audiology Services to Families in Rural and Remote Areas.
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Monley, P., Kishida, Y., & Williams, C. (2014, May) The Incidence
of Middle Ear Disease and Hearing Loss in ATSI Children in
WA. Oral Poster presented at the XXXII World Congress of
Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

The Shepherd Centre
Hansen, A. (2013, July) Mission (Im)Possible: “Doing More
With Less” 2 hour workshop presented at AG Bell: Listening
and Spoken Language Symposium, Los Angeles, USA
Fulcher, A. (2013, August), Abrahams, Y. (2013, November)
First Experiences of Paediatric CI Fitting Using a Mobile,
Wireless Platform. Presented at the Asia Pacific Symposium on
Paediatric Cochlear Implants, Hyderabad, India
Abrahams, Y. (2013, November) First Experiences of SelfFitting with Young Adults using a Mobile, Wireless Platform.
Presented at the Asia Pacific Symposium on Paediatric Cochlear
Implants, Hyderabad, India
Abrahams, Y. (2013, November) Are Language Scores all that
Matter? Family Perceptions of Early Cochlear Implantation at
6 mths Compared to 12 mths of age. Presented at the Asia Pacific
Symposium on Paediatric Cochlear Implants, Hyderabad, India
Neal, K. (2013, November) Reading the Early Warnings:
Lessons from Tracking Development in Early Intervention.
Presented at the Asia Pacific Symposium on Paediatric Cochlear
Implants, Hyderabad, India
Abrahams, Y. (2013, November) First Experiences of CI Fitting
Using a Mobile, Wireless Platform. Presented at the Cochlear
Symposium, Asia Pacific Symposium on Paediatric Cochlear
Implants, Hyderabad, India
Abrahams, Y. (2014, March) Breaking the Mould of Clinic Based
Cochlear Implant Audiology. Presented at Cochlear Science
and Research Seminar, Lisbon, Portugal

Purcell, A. (2014, May) Measuring Auditory Development in
Children with Sensorineural Hearing Loss Using the CAP-R
VS. the CAP: A Pilot Study. Presented at the XXXII World
Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Taralye

Abrahams, Y. (2014, May) The Shepherd Centre Experience with
Wireless Programming. Presented at the Cochlear Symposium,
XXXII World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Bainbridge, J, Exton, D & Rogers, J (2014, May) Workshop for
Early Childhood Education and Care students. Presented at
Blackburn, Melbourne, Victoria

Neal, K. (2014, May) Identifying What’s Really Going on up
There: The Careful Use of Cortical Evoked Potential Testing.
Presented at the XXXII World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane,
Australia

Bainbridge, J (2014, May) Development of a Parental-Infant
Attachment Program for Newborns with Permanent Hearing
Loss: A Pilot Study. Presented at the Speech Pathology
Australia conference. Melbourne, Victoria

Abrahams, Y. (2014, May) Unilateral Hearing Loss in Infants:
Why One Ear is not Enough. Presented at the XXXII World
Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Bainbridge, J (2014, June) Development of a Parental-Infant
Attachment Program for Newborns with Permanent Hearing
Loss: A Pilot Study. Presented at the 2nd International
Congress of Family-Centred Early Intervention for Children who
are Deaf or Hard of Hearing. Bad Ischl, Austria

Abrahams, Y. (2014, May) Wireless, Portable, Paediatric
Cochlear Implant Fitting via the Nucleus Remote Assistant:
Transforming Service Delivery. Presented at the XXXII World
Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia

Simpson, A (2014, March) Inclusion in the Classroom
for Children with Hearing Loss. Presented at Blackburn,
Melbourne, Victoria

Lavery, S. (2014, May) Why are We Waiting? Early Activation
for Children with Cochlear Implants. Presented at the XXXII
World Congress of Audiology, Brisbane, Australia
Davis, A. (2014, June) Listening In: Tracking a Child’s Auditory
Progress. Webinar for the Special Interest Group for Australian
Speech Pathologists in Hearing Impairment
Lavery, S. (2014, June) Redefining the Borders: The Benefits
of Stretching the Criteria for Pediatric CI. Presented at the
13th International Conference on Cochlear Implants and Other
Implantable Auditory Technologies, Munich, Germany
Lavery, S. (2014, June) Management of Unilateral Hearing
Loss Round Table. Invited participation at the 13th International
Conference on Cochlear Implants and Other Implantable
Auditory Technologies, Munich, Germany
Lavery, S. (2014, June) Outcomes for Infants Receiving
Cochlear Implants under 12 months-How Early is Too Early?.
Presented at the 13th International Conference on Cochlear
Implants and Other Implantable Auditory Technologies, Munich,
Germany
Lavery, S. (2014, June) Managing Unilateral Hearing Loss in
Infants: Why One Ear Is Not Enough. Presented at the 13th
International Conference on Cochlear Implants and Other
Implantable Auditory Technologies, Munich, Germany
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Board of Directors
Board of Directors (as at 30 June 2014)

Therese Kelly

Scott Johnston

Jim Hungerford

BSc (Hons) Dip Aud, M Aud SA (CCP),
AAICD, CCEO

B Com

BVSc, GAICD

Director and Deputy Chair
First Voice (from March 2014)

Director and Immediate Past Chair
First Voice

Chief Executive Officer
The Hearing House

Chief Executive Officer
The Shepherd Centre

Experience & expertise
Scott Johnston has been the CEO of
The Hearing House for the past nine
years. During his tenure the organization
has acquired the government contracts
for paediatric cochlear implant services.
This has led to significant growth in the
number of children seen by The Hearing
House and level of services provided
to children and their families. The
Hearing House is embarking on a $5m
redevelopment of its existing facilities
by 2015, which will also include services
to adult cochlear implant users. Prior
to joining The Hearing House, Scott
worked in large scale community event
management and property consultancy.
He is passionate about the work of The
Hearing House and the outcomes that can
be achieved for deaf children.

Experience & expertise
Appointed CEO of The Shepherd Centre
in February 2011, Jim Hungerford comes
to the role with 30 years’ experience
in health sciences. Prior to joining The
Shepherd Centre, Jim held CEO positions
in Australia and internationally, most
recently CEO of Pareto Fundraising.
Jim’s prior roles include CEO of Intervet
in the United Kingdom, various senior
management positions in companies in
Germany and in the United States, and
roles in the biotechnology sector. He is
also a former private practice vet. Jim is
also a director with WorkVentures Ltd, a
charity that engages with individuals and
communities to improve lives through new
skills, access to technology, community
contribution and fulfilling employment.

Director and Chair
First Voice (from March 2014)
Chief Executive Officer
Taralye
Experience & expertise
Therese Kelly has worked within the
deafness field since graduating from
university and was appointed CEO of
Taralye in 2004. Her professional career
includes positions within a variety of
public and government organisations
including metropolitan and rural hospitals,
The University of Melbourne, Northern
Territory Health, the National Acoustic
Laboratories and the Murdoch Children’s
Research Institute. Therese is a Fellow of
the CEO Institute, and holds memberships
of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors, the Audiological Society of
Australia and Early Childhood Intervention
Association (Victoria). Therese is currently
the Chair of First Voice, and a member of
the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) early childhood intervention
services reference group in the NDIS
Barwon launch site in Victoria.
Special responsibilities
Chair
Member, Research Advisory Committee
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Special responsibilities
Deputy Chair

Michael Forwood

Chris McCarthy

Peta Monley

BA (Hons), MA (Health Services), LLB

MMgt; AssocDip Pers Admin

Director
First Voice

Director
First Voice

BA Hons (Psych), Post Grad (Audiology),
Masters Health Science (Audiology)

Chief Executive Officer
Cora Barclay Centre

Chief Executive Officer
Hear and Say

Experience & expertise
Michael Forwood has worked for more
than 30 years in the health and disability
services sector. He has been CEO
and a member of the board at Cora
Barclay Centre since 2006. Michael has
held senior management roles with a
range of organisations, including State
Departments of Health and the Royal
Australian College of General Practitioners.
He was elected to the NDS State
Committee in South Australia in 2008 and
has been involved in disability policy and
planning matters in SA for many years.
He has been an NDS representative on
the 2011 Ministerial Steering Committee,
reviewing the SA Disability Services Act
(1993), and a member of the SA Launch
Site Working Party for the introduction of
the NDIS.

Experience & expertise
Chris McCarthy was appointed CEO of
Hear and Say in 2012 having been with
the organisation since 2007. Since his
time at Hear and Say, the organisation
has grown significantly and its staff of 64
now support over 600 children who are
deaf and their families. Chris oversees an
expanding service network, with centres in
Brisbane, the Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast,
Toowoomba, Cairns and Townsville and
an e-health program for rural and remote
families. Founded by Dr Dimity Dornan AO
in 1992 and initially caring for six children,
Hear and Say now boasts world leading
outcomes, a research and innovation arm
and a worldwide education and training
group that is providing services to health
professionals across the globe.

Special responsibilities
First Voice representative on matters
relating to NDIS

Director
First Voice
Chief Executive Officer
Telethon Speech & Hearing
Experience & expertise
Joining the Telethon Speech & Hearing
team in May 2013, Peta has an extensive
background in senior management roles
in audiology, occupational noise induced
hearing loss, environmental conservation
and academia. She holds a Bachelor
of Arts (Hons) in Psychology, a Post
Graduate Diploma in Audiology and a
Master of Health Science (Audiology).
Peta was the founder of iHear Australia, a
successful audiological business, and was
Lecturer and Clinical Coordinator for the
Master of Clinical Audiology Program at
the University of Western Australia. She
is also a recipient of the Deafness Council
WA, Dr Harry Blackmore Award – “for
her major contributions to the deaf and
hearing impaired communities and those
at risk of hearing impairment.”
Special responsibilities
Member, Research Advisory Committee
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Summary of financial
performance
During 2013/14, First Voice continued
to operate on a small operating budget,
resourced by part-time contractors and
consultants, and volunteer committees.
Our total income for the year was $292k, comprising
income related to research activities ($127k),
merchandise ($75k), membership fees ($42k) and
other sources.
Total expenditure for the financial year was $256k,
with largest costs associated with contractors
and consultants ($219k) and advertising and
promotions ($15k).
This resulted in a small net surplus of $35k for the
period ended 30 June 2014.
First Voice continues to manage its budget
extremely prudently, and all projects are scoped
and funded prior to commencement.
While we continue to achieve much with little, we
need to grow our funding and resource base in
order for First Voice to operate at its full potential.
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Leadership and support roles
Our many achievements are due to the volunteer and other committees and work groups
that support our work program and effort.
In particular, we recognise the efforts of:
• the Research Advisory Committee, under the leadership
of Dr Dimity Dornan AO and joint project leaders
Dr Gabriella Constantinescu and Aleisha Davis,
that have been responsible for the leadership and
completion of the Sound Connections project.
• the Program Manager’s Advisory Committee, led by
Aleisha Davis, that continues to lead the development
of clinical standards and protocols across the First
Voice regional network.

Dr Dimity Dornan AO
Chair, Research Advisory
Committee, First Voice

Karen Descovic

Coordinator, National Loud
Shirt Day Committee

Dr Gabriella Constantinescu

Joint Project Leader - Sound
Connections Research Project,
First Voice (until project
completion December 2013)

Tom Barry

Company Secretary - First Voice
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• the National Loud Shirt Day Committee, led by Karen
Descovich, that plans and coordinates, with the support
of the fundraising teams at each member organisation,
our annual Loud Shirt Day appeal each year.
• the senior clinical and operations teams that continue
to lead and develop VidKids services across our five
Australian member organisations.
We also recognise the efforts of countless other staff
and individuals that support the work of First Voice
through our member and affiliated organisations and
partner organisations.

Aleisha Davis

Joint Project Leader - Sound
Connections Research Project,
First Voice (until project
completion December 2013)

Jenny Donnithorne

Marketing Communications &
Strategy Consultant

Dr Rebecca Phillips

Project Coordinator - Sound
Connections, Research Project,
First Voice (until project
completion December 2013)

Lisa Ockenden

Executive Assistant – First Voice

Organisation and resource structure
First Voice is comprised of five member organisations and one affiliated organisation.
Our work is supported by committees that are responsible for oversight or project
coordination and a small operations team comprising part-time consultants/contractors
and voluntary assistance from senior staff at First Voice’s member organisations.
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VI Financial Report For year ended 30 June 2014
Directors’ Report
The directors present their report, together with the financial statements,
on the company for the year ended 30 June 2014.
Directors

Strategy for achieving the objectives

The following persons were directors of the company
during the whole of the financial year and up to the date
of this report, unless otherwise stated:

First Voice’s key strategies for achieving these
objectives include:

Resigned

Appointed

Jim Hungerford

4-Apr-12

Michael Forwood

4-Apr-12

Therese Kelly

4-Apr-12

Chris McCarthy

12-Oct-12

Scott Johnston

1-Feb-13

Peta Monley

14-May-13

1 raising awareness of early childhood deafness
and the urgency of early intervention for hearingimpaired children
2 promoting universal newborn screening and the
implementation of adequately funded and timed
management pathways
3 pursuing national fundraising opportunities for
listening and spoken language services and
related research
4 advocating for equitable and timely access to
evidence-based early intervention services and
mainstream inclusion for children who are deaf.

Objectives

Principal activities

The objective of First Voice is to ensure that every
hearing-impaired child and their family have access to
what they need to achieve the spoken language of which
they are capable. This includes:

First Voice’s principal activities over the past financial
year include:

1 early identification
2 access to assistive technologies
3 family support and education
4 transition to mainstream education
5 evidence-based therapies
6 universal access to diagnosis, assessment and
treatment, particularly in indigenous, rural and
multi-cultural communities.
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1 Managing five national projects:
A Sound Connections – a three year national social
inclusion research project
B VidKids – a national tele-health project being
delivered on behalf of the Australian Government
C Loud Shirt Day – a national fundraising appeal and
awareness campaign
D Aiming High – a program of national policy and
advocacy activity
E Power of Speech - this public speaking event is a
celebration of the remarkable outcomes possible for
children who are deaf or hearing impaired, thanks
to the life-changing technologies available to them,
and the early intervention programs of First Voice
members.

2 Strengthening our leadership and advocacy with
government and industry on key issues
3 Strengthening our relationship and value proposition
with internal stakeholders (member boards and staff)
4 Building long term value and engagement with
strategic partners and supporters
5 Developing the financial and human resources needed
to pursue and deliver on First Voice’s core purpose
and vision.

Performance measures

Held: represents the number of meetings held during
the time the director held office or was a member of the
relevant committee.

Contributions on winding up
In the event of the company being wound up, ordinary
members are required to contribute a maximum of
$20 each.
The total amount that members of the company are
liable to contribute if the company is wound up is $100,
based on five current ordinary members.

First Voice has a strategic business plan with
documented priorities, actions, outcomes, responsibilities
and timings. The plan is reviewed and updated by the
Board annually. Management actions and outcomes are
reported against targets on a quarterly basis. Business
plan outcomes are also reported to external stakeholders
annually, in its annual report.

Auditor’s independence declaration

Meetings of directors

On behalf of the directors

A copy of the auditor’s independence declaration as
required under section 307C of the Corporations Act
2001 is set out on the following page.
This report is made in accordance with a resolution
of directors, pursuant to section 298(2)(a) of the
Corporations Act 2001.

The number of meetings of the company’s Board of
Directors (‘the Board’) and of each board committee held
during the year ended 30 June 2014, and the number of
meetings attended by each director were:
Full Board
Held

Attended

Jim Hungerford

8

8

Michael Forwood

8

8

Therese Kelly

8

8

Chris McCarthy

8

7

Peta Monley

8

7

Scott Johnston

8

7

Therese Kelly

Chairperson
Dated 7th day of October 2014.
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Auditor’s independence declaration
Under section 307c of the corporations ACT 2001

To the Directors of First Voice Australia Ltd
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended
30 June 2014 there have been
i. 	no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the
Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit; and
ii.	no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation
to the audit.

Jason O’Connor B.Com CPA

Registered Company Auditor No. 353931

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
Dated 14th day of October 2014.
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Statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 June 2014

Note

2014

2013

$

$

INCOME
Clinical Income - VidKids

22,542

2,875

Cochlear Implant - Sales

22,500

90,000

-

31,180

1,828

286

Contributions from members upon incorporation
Interest
Membership

42,563

138,167

Merchandise

75,238

26,309

Sound Connections

127,441

19,933

Total Income

292,112

308,750

15,277

32,783

EXPENDITURE
Advertising and promotions
Catering
Contractors and consultants

2,092

2,113

219,757

203,608

6,151

6,292

Sundry expenses

2,855

1,622

Telephone, mobile and internet

5,319

5,878

Printing, postage and stationery

Travel and accommodation
Total Expenditure
Surplus / (deficit) before income tax expense
Less Income tax expense
Surplus / (deficit) after income tax expense for
the year attributable to the members
Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax
Total comprehensive income for the year
attributable to the members

1

4,833

415

256,284

252,711

35,828

56,039

-

-

35,828

56,039

-

-

35,828

56,039
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Statement of financial position
As at 30 June 2014

2014
$

2013
$

Cash at bank

83,702

67,572

Accounts receivables

32,768

33,188

6,664

4,861

Total Current Assets

123,134

105,621

TOTAL ASSETS

123,134

105,621

Accounts payables

31,267

49,582

Total Current Liabilities

31,267

49,582

Total Liabilities

31,267

49,582

NET ASSETS

91,867

56,039

91,867

56,039

91,867

56,039

Note

CURRENT ASSETS

GST receivable

CURRENT LIABILITIES

EQUITY
Accumulated surplus
Total Equity

3

Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2014

Accumulated
Surplus
$
Opening balance 04 April 2012
Plus Surplus after income tax
Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax

Total
$

-

-

56,039

56,039

-

-

Closing Balance 30 June 2013

56,039

56,039

Opening balance 1 July 2013

56,039

56,039

Plus Surplus after income tax

35,828

35,828

-

-

91,867

91,867

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax
Closing Balance 30 June 2014
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Statement of cash flows
For the year ended 30 June 2014

2014
$

2013
$

300,681

263,948

(286,379)

(227,556)

1,828

31,180

16,130

67,572

Purchase of plant and equipment

-

-

Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment

-

-

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities

-

-

Proceeds from borrowings

-

-

Repayments to borrowings

-

-

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities

-

-

Net Increase / (decrease) in cash held

16,130

67,572

Cash at the beginning of the year

67,572

-

83,702

67,572

Note

CASH FLOWS FROM
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers
Interest received
Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities

4

CASH FLOWS FROM
INVESTING ACTIVITIES

CASH FLOWS FROM
FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Cash at the end of the year

4
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Notes to the financial statements
Note 1: statement of significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation
of the financial statements are set out below. These policies
have been consistently applied to all the years presented,
unless otherwise stated.
New, revised or amending Accounting Standards
and Interpretations adopted
The company has adopted all of the new, revised or
amending Accounting Standards and Interpretations issued
by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (‘AASB’) that
are mandatory for the current reporting year.
The company has early adopted AASB 1053 ‘Application
of Tiers of Australian Accounting Standards’, AASB 2010-2
‘Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising
from Reduced Disclosure Requirements’ and later amending
Standards, as relevant. No other new, revised or amending
Accounting Standards or Interpretations that are not yet
mandatory have been early adopted.
Any significant impact on the accounting policies of the
company from the adoption of these Accounting Standards
and Interpretations are disclosed below. The adoption of
these Accounting Standards and Interpretations did not
have any significant impact on the financial performance or
position of the company.
The following Accounting Standards and Interpretations are
most relevant to the company:

The company has early adopted AASB 2010-2 from 1 July
2012. These amendments make numerous modifications
to a range of Australian Accounting Standards and
Interpretations, to introduce reduced disclosure
requirements to the pronouncements for application by
certain types of entities in preparing general purpose
financial statements. The adoption of these amendments
has significantly reduced the company’s disclosure
requirements.
AASB 2011-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from the Trans-Tasman Convergence
Project – Reduced Disclosure Requirements
AASB 2012-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from Reduced Disclosure Requirements
and
AASB 2012-11 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and Other
Amendments
The company has early adopted AASB 2011-2, AASB
2012-7 and 2012-11 amendments from 1 July 2012, to the
extent that they related to other standards already adopted
by the company. These amendments make numerous
modifications to a range of Australian Accounting Standards
and Interpretations to significantly reduce the company’s
disclosure requirements.

AASB 1053 Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting
Standards

AASB 2011-9 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Presentation of Items of Other Comprehensive
Income

The company has early adopted AASB 1053 from 1 July
2012. This standard establishes a differential financial
reporting framework consisting of two Tiers of reporting
requirements for preparing general purpose financial
statements, being Tier 1 Australian Accounting Standards
and Tier 2 Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced
Disclosure Requirements. The company being classed
as Tier 2 continues to apply the full recognition and
measurements requirements of Australian Accounting
Standards with substantially reduced disclosure in
accordance with AASB 2010-2 and later amending
Standards, as relevant.

The company has applied AASB 2011-9 amendments from
1 July 2012. The amendments requires grouping together of
items within other comprehensive income on the basis of
whether they will eventually be ‘recycled’ to the profit or loss
(reclassification adjustments). The change provides clarity
about the nature of items presented as other comprehensive
income and the related tax presentation. The amendments
also introduced the term ‘Statement of profit or loss and
other comprehensive income’ clarifying that there are two
discrete sections, the profit or loss section (or separate
statement of profit or loss) and other comprehensive income
section.

AASB 2010-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from Reduced Disclosure Requirements

Basis of preparation
These general purpose financial statements have been
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prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting
Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements and
Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting
Standards Board (‘AASB’), Victorian legislation the
Fundraising Appeals Act 1998 and associated regulations
and the Corporations Act 2001, as appropriate for not-forprofit oriented entities.
Historical cost convention
The financial statements have been prepared under the
historical cost convention.
Critical accounting estimates
The preparation of the financial statements requires the
use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires
management to exercise its judgement in the process of
applying the company’s accounting policies.
Revenue recognition
Revenue is recognised when it is probable that the
economic benefit will flow to the company and the revenue
can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair
value of the consideration received or receivable.
Sales revenue
Events, fundraising and raffles are recognised when received
or receivable.
Donations
Donations are recognised at the time the pledge is made.
Grants
Grants are recognised at their fair value where there is a
reasonable assurance that the grant will be received and all
attached conditions will be complied with.
Interest
Interest revenue is recognised as interest accrues using the
effective interest method. This is a method of calculating the
amortised cost of a financial asset and allocating the interest
income over the relevant year using the effective interest rate,
which is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash
receipts through the expected life of the financial asset to the
net carrying amount of the financial asset.
Other revenue

Other revenue is recognised when it is received or when the
right to receive payment is established.
Income tax
As the company is a charitable institution in terms of
subsection 50-5 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, as
amended, it is exempt from paying income tax.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits
held at call with financial institutions, other short-term,
highly liquid investments with original maturities of three
months or less that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant
risk of changes in value.
Trade and other receivables
Other receivables are recognised at amortised cost, less any
provision for impairment.
Trade and other payables
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services
provided to the company prior to the end of the financial
year and which are unpaid. Due to their short-term
nature they are measured at amortised cost and are not
discounted. The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid
within 30 days of recognition.
Goods and Services Tax (‘GST’) and other similar taxes
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of
the amount of associated GST, unless the GST incurred
is not recoverable from the tax authority. In this case it is
recognised as part of the cost of the acquisition of the asset
or as part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount
of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST
recoverable from, or payable to, the tax authority is included
in other receivables or other payables in the statement of
financial position.
Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST
components of cash flows arising from investing or
financing activities which are recoverable from, or payable
to the tax authority, are presented as operating cash flows.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the
amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the tax
authority.
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Notes to the financial statements
2014
$

2013
$

Note 2: Auditors remuneration
Audit services

1,200

600

Other services

450

-

1,650

600

56,039

-

35,82

56,039

91,867

56,039

35,828

56,039

–

–

420

(33,188)

Note 3: Accumulated surplus
Opening balance
Plus current year surplus
Closing Balance

Note 4: Cash flow information
Surplus / (deficit) after income tax
Add Non Cash Items:
Depreciation and impairments
Changes in assets and liabilities
Increase) / decrease in accounts receivables
(Increase) / decrease in GST receivable
Increase / (decrease) in Accounts payable
Net Cash provided from operating activities

(1,803)

(4,861)

(18,315)

49,582

16,130

67,572

-

-

83,702

67,572

-

-

83,702
-

67,572
-

83,702

67,572

b. reconciliation of cash
Cash on hand
Cash at bank
Cash on Deposit
Less bank overdraft
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Comparative figures Period (date of incorporation)
The comparative figures cover the period from 4th April to
the 30th June 2013.
Note 5: Financial instruments
Market risk
Interest rate risk

Note 10: Members’ guarantee
The company is limited by guarantee. If the company is
wound up, the constitution states that each member is
required to contribute a maximum of $20 towards meeting
any outstanding obligations of the company.
Note 11: Company details

The company is not exposed to any significant interest rate risk.

The registered office and principle place of business
of the company is:

Note 6: Contingent liabilities

40/44 Munro St, Auchenflower QLD 4066

The company had no contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2014
or 30 June 2013.

Directors’ declaration

Note 7: Commitments
The company had no commitments for expenditure as at 30
June 2014 or 30 June 2013.
Note 8: Related party transactions
Key management personnel – Board member’s
No remuneration was paid or is payable to any board
member for positions held, all board members hold an
honorary position.
Transactions with related parties
Membership fees are transactions with related parties during
the current financial year and are disclosed in the statement
of comprehensive income.
Receivable from and payable to related parties
Trade receivables from and trade payables are transactions
with related parties for the current reporting date are from
members for membership fees and consultancy and are
disclosed in the statement of financial position.
Loans to/from related parties

In the directors’ opinion:
the attached financial statements and notes thereto
comply with the Corporations Act 2001, the Australian
Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure
Requirements, the Corporations Regulations 2001 and
other mandatory professional reporting requirements;
• the attached financial statements and notes thereto
give a true and fair view of the company’s financial
position as at 30 June 2014 and of its performance for
the financial year ended on that date; and
• there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
company will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due and payable.
• Signed in accordance with a resolution of directors
made pursuant to section 295(5)(a) of the Corporations
Act 2001.
On behalf of the directors

There were no loans to or from related parties at the current
reporting date.
Note 9: Events after the reporting year
There are no other matters or circumstances that have arisen
since 30 June 2014 that has significantly affected, or may
significantly affect the company’s operations, the results of
those operations, or the company’s state of affairs in future
financial years.

Therese Kelly
Chairperson

Dated 7th day of October 2014
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VI Financial Report

Independent audit report
To the members of The First Voice Australia Ltd

Report on the Financial Report
We have audited the accompanying financial report
of The First Voice Australia Ltd, which comprises the
statement of financial position as at 30 June 2014,
the statement of comprehensive income, statement
of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for
the year then ended, notes comprising a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information, and the directors’ declaration.

Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the
preparation of the financial report that gives a true
and fair view in accordance with Australian Accounting
Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and
the Corporations Act 2001 and for such internal control
as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of the financial report that is free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
financial report based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards.
Those standards require that we comply with relevant
ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and
plan perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report is free from material
misstatement. An audit involves performing procedures to
obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial report. The procedures selected depend
on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity’s preparation of the financial report
that gives a true and fair view in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
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effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the directors, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.

Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the
independence requirements of the Corporations Act
2001. We confirm that the independence declaration
required by the Corporations Act 2001, which has been
given to the directors of the First Voice Australia Ltd,
would be in the same terms if given to the directors as at
the time of this auditor’s report.

Opinion
In our opinion the financial report of the First Voice
Australia Ltd is in accordance with the Corporations Act
2001, including:
(i)	giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial
position as at 30 June 2014 and of its performance for
the year ended on that date; and
(ii)	complying with Australian Accounting Standards
– Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the
Corporations Regulations 2001.

Jason O’Connor B.Com CPA

Registered Company Auditor No. 353931
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional
Standards Legislation
Dated 14th day of October 2014.

VII Other
Thank you

Our Annual
Report

First Voice would like to thank everyone that
has contributed to its activities, endeavours and
achievements in 2013/14. Thank you for your
generosity, commitment and support.

Feedback invited

In addition to our committees and staff, we would also
like to thank:
Cochlear Limited – which continues to support our work. This enables
us to contribute to the costs of our small operations team, which
coordinates and enables our work. Cochlear also this year generously
sponsored our inaugural Power of Speech event in Canberra.
Telstra Foundation – whose grant funding has enabled us to finalise
our national research for the Sound Connections project, the outcomes
of which optimise listening and spoken language and social inclusion
outcomes in hearing impaired children.
The Australian Government – that funds the delivery of our VidKids
services, which enables many children and families in rural and remote
areas of Australia to access early intervention hearing services via
video-conferencing.
World Wide Print – our print sponsor for Loud Shirt Day, which again
provided all printed materials to support our 2013 annual appeal.
Carat – our media planning and buying agency, which again supported
our 2013 Loud Shirt Day campaign with pro-bono media space.

Thank you for reading the First Voice
Annual Report. We hope that this
document has given you a good
understanding of the activity and
achievements of First Voice over the
2013/14 financial year.
Your feedback is welcome
and valued and can be sent to us at
contactus@firstvoice.org.au
or posted to us at
First Voice
C/- Taralye
137 Blackburn Road
BLACKBURN, VIC, 3130.

Further reading
We encourage you to visit First
Voice’s website which contains
information about our programs,
events, major publications, latest
news and more. Our website can be
found at: www.firstvoice.org.au

Vision Australia and our VidKids partners – that support and
collaborate with us in the delivery of VidKids services across Australia.

Availability of
Annual Report

Our member and affiliated organisations, which provide both financial
contributions and countless hours of effort from their dedicated teams.
In particular, Hear and Say, which provides company secretarial and
finance services to First Voice.

The First Voice 2013/14 Annual
Report is also available on our
website: ww.firstvoice.org.au

Our friends and supporters – both organisational and individuals —
who support our mission in a many different ways.
Your actions have enabled us to deliver the gift of sound and speech to
children in our region.
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Member Organisations:

The Shepherd Centre
146 Burren Street
NEWTOWN NSW 2042
T: 02 9370 4400 F: 02 9370 4499
W: www.shepherdcentre.org.au

Hear and Say
40-44 Munro Street
AUCHENFLOWER QLD 4066
T: 07 3870 2221 F: 07 3870 3998
W: www.hearandsay.com.au

Cora Barclay Centre
185 Melbourne Street
NORTH ADELAIDE SA 5006
T: 08 8267 9200 F: 08 8267 9222
W: www.corabarclay.com.au

Affilitated Organisation:

Taralye
137 Blackburn Road
BLACKBURN VIC 3130
T: 03 9877 1300 F: 03 9877 1922
W: www.taralye.vic.edu.au

Telethon Speech & Hearing
36 Dodd Street
WEMBLEY WA 6014
T: 08 9387 9888 F: 08 9387 9889
W: www.tsh.org.au

The Hearing House
251 Campbell Road, Greenlane
NEW ZEALAND 1061
T: +64 9-579 2333 F: +64 9-579 2310

W: www.hearinghouse.co.nz

